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I. Introduction and summary 

Given two independent random samples 2) x1, ••• , xm and Yv ... , Yn 
which are drawn from two unknown populations with (cumulative) 
distribution functions F and G, respectively. In the two-sample problem 
the hypothesis to be tested is 

F(t)=G(t) for all t, -oo<t<oo. 

Wilcoxon's two-sample test is based on the statistic U defined by the 
number of pairs (i, j) (i= 1, ... , m; j= 1, ... , n) with Yi<xi. We confine 
ourselves at first to the case of distribution functions F and G which are 
continuous, or at least have no point of discontinuity in common 3). In 
these cases we have 4) 

(I) 

where 

(2) def { 1 'f ;:,, 
l (z) = O I Z < 0. 

This test statistic was first suggested by WILCOXON (1945). In the 
following we give a short historical summary of the development of the 
above-mentioned test statistic for the two-sample problem and conclude 
this section with a summary of the contents of this paper. 

In 194 7 MANN and WHITNEY determined by recursion the distribution 
of U under the hypothesis H 0 and proved also that U is asymptotically 
normally distributed when m and n tend to infinity. 

1 ) Report SP 31 of the Statistical Department. 
2) Random variables will be distinguished from numbers (e.g. from the values 

they take in an experiment) by printing them in bold type. 
3 ) See for instance VAN DANTZIG [l], p. 305. 
4 ) In this and following sections the notation of VAN DANTZIG [2] will be used 

to a great extent. 
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LEIDVIANN proved in 1951 th~t the distribution of U is also asymptotical 
normal under any hypothesis 

H: (F, G) 

when m and n tend to infinity with m/n = constant, provided 

(3) 0 < 0 def P [y < XI H] < I. 

(If 0 = 0 or 0 = 1 the limiting normal distribution is degenerate). His proof 
includes the case when F and G are not continuous, although he did not 
mention this fact explicitly. 

For the case of continuous functions F and G, SuNDRUM (1953) 
illustrated the same result concerning the asymptotic normality of the 
distribution of U under any alternative hypothesis H (when m and n tend 
to infinity while m/n=constant) that was proved by LEHMANN (1951). 
SuNDRUM calculated the third and fourth moments of Wilcoxon's U
statistic under any continuous hypothesis (F, G). 

As far as I know no direct attempt has been made to determine the 
maximum) difference between the probability distribution of Wilcoxon's 

U-statistic and its limiting normal distribution. The primary object of this 
paper is to find an upper bound for this difference when m and n are 
finite. More precisely, the following will be proved: 

Theorem A. 

Using the above notation and considering the case when F and G have 
no point of discontinuity in common, we have 

(4) D(;) def IP [U - @"(UI F, G) ~ ;•o-
0 

IF, G] - <PW I~ L1 (m,n, ;; F,G) 

where 

(5) 

(6) 

a~ def var (UI F, G) 

s 
<P (;) def (2 n)-• f e-½x' dx 

-00 

and Ll(m, n, ;; F, G) is a function of m, n,; and a functional of F and G. 
The function L1 will be specified later. 

Also an upper bound for Ll(m, n, ; ; F, G) for all values of;, - oo < g < oo, 
will be given. 

Theorem. B. 

Using the notation of theorem A, we have 

(7) sup D(;) ~ sup Ll(m, n, ;; F, G) ~ Ll'(m, n; F, G) 
-oo<s<oo -oo<s<oo 

where also Ll'(m, n; F, G) will be specified later. 
Theorems of the types A and B will be proved in sections III and IV. 

It will be proved that the functions L1 and L1' vanish asymptotically when 
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m and n tend to infinity, no matter how, except in a trivial case'. When 
either m or n does not tend to infinity, it is easy to prove that the distri
bution function of U does not tend to a normal distribution function. 

Some more general remarks are made (section V) concerning the class 
of statistics introduced by HOEFFDING (1948) and also a few words are 
said on the case when F and G have at least one point of discontinuity in 
common. 

Finally, an example, based on the class of non-parametric alternative 
hypotheses, introduced by LEHMANN (1953), is given. 

II. Notation and an auxiliary function 

We define 

(8) (i = 1, ... , m;j = 1, ... ,n). 

Therefore, from (3), 
I 

(9) 0 = 6" xii = J GdF 
0 

when F and G have no point of discontinuity in common. Defining 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

so that 

and 

Further, 

(14) 

and 

(15) 

Let 

(16) 

~ def O xii=xii - , 

G (x) def G (x) - 0 ,_ 

R (y) def R (y) - 0 def l - F (y) - 0, 

/3,0 = 6" fj'+I (x) = f (G (x) - 0(+ 1 dF (x) 

/3o, = g if,•+I (y) = f (1 - F (y) - 0r1 dG (y). 

r(x) def@" {R(y) i(x-y) Ix= x} 

g (y) def g { G ( X) t( X - Y) I Y = Y}. 

Vdef {mn(m + a)}-•{U -C(UIF,G)}, 

then we have, according to VAN DANTZIG [2], 

(17) 

(18) 

and 

·6" (U I F, G) = mn0 

@"(VI F, G) = 0 

(19) a~ def var (VI F, G) = (m + n)- 1 [m/301 + n/310 + 0 (1 - 0) - (/310 +/301)]. 
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We now introduce a new random ·variable Y defined by 

(20) 

Note that Y is the sum of m+n independent random variables. We have 

(21) 

and 

C(YIF,G) = 0 

(22) a;. def var (YI F, G) = (m/301 + n/310) (m + n)- 1 • 

Thus 

ai - ai = [0 (1-0) - (/310 + {301)] (m + n)- 1 • 

III. A theorem on the values of Ll(m, n, ~; F, G) and Ll'(m, n; F, G) 

Theorem 1: 

In the above notation we have, under the hypothesis (F, G), for any 
a> o, 
(23) IP [V,:,;; ~av]- <P(~) I,:;; H (m, n) + s(~, a; av, ay) + µ(m, n, a) 

where, with O a numerical constant, 

(24) 

(25) l
e (ta; av, ay) def [2 - ay/av] a (V2:n: ay)- 1 if l~I '¾ a/av 

1 [ av-av] [ . (v2 (lvl-a) 2
)] and = -=- · a + Iv I -- exp - ½ mm -2 ; 2 V2:n: ay av uv ay 

if lvl=l~lav>a; 
and 

(26) µ(m, n, u = (o2-M2l2+(M4-M~) I u ~ 4 2 
s) def) M4-M~ "f .112 M /M 

M 2/o2 if M2 :;;; o2 :;;; M4/M2_ 

with the Mr defined in the lemma mentioned below. 

Proof of theorem 1. 

We prove this theorem with the aid of the following lemma: 

Lemma. 

Let 

(27) 

then 

(28) 

Mr def <ff'(V - Y)', 

{29) M 2 = [0 (1 - 0) - ({J10 + {J01)] (m + n)-1 = a;- ai (~ 0), 
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RO t.hat V - Y and Y are uncorrelated, 

(30) M3 = [(l -20){0(1-0)- 3(,810 +,801)}+ 2(,820 + ,802)+ 6,811](mn(m+n)3)-1 

and finally 

(31) M4 = [a+b/m+c/n+d/(mn)] (m+n)-2 

with for i=!=i', i=l=j' 

(32) S defffJ~ ~- ~ ~ = 0 X;i xw X;,1 xi'i' ' 

) a= 3[0(1-0)-(,810 + ,801)]2 + 68- 6(,Bi0 + ,851)-12 var r(x)-

( -12 var g(y), 
(33) 

(34) 
~ b = 3[,830 - 2(1- 20),820 + (1- 20)2,810 +.Bio+ 

{ + 2,851 -4,810,801 - 4(1- 20),811 + 4,821 + 4 var g(y) + 8 var r(x)- 28] 

~ C= 3[,803 - 2(1- 20),802 + (1- 20)2,801 + 2,Bi0 +,851 - 4,810 ,801 -4(1- 20),811 

(
35

) ? +4,812 +8varg(y)+4varr(x)-28] 

and 

)

d= (1-20)2[0(1-0)- 7(,810 + ,801)]- 20(1-0)[0(1-0)- 4(,810 + ,801)]-

{36) - 6(,830 +.Boa)+ 12(1- 20)(,820 + .So2)- 6(.Sio + ,851) + 24,810,801 + 
+ 36(1- 20),811 - 24,821 - 24,812 - 24 var g(y)- 24 var r(x) + 68. 

Proof of lemma. 

We define 

(37) ~def-~ ~ xii= X;; - G (xi) - R (Y;). 

Then from equations (16), (20), (10), (11), (12) and (37) 

m n ~ 
(38) V-Y={mn(m+n)}-• L 2X;1• 

i-li-1 

It is easy to derive the following equalities under the general hypothesis 
(F, G) 

(39) 

(40) 

(41) 

(42) 

(43) 

(44) 

<ff ~i = 0 

<ff X?1 = 0 (1 - 0) - (,810 + ,801) 

<t (~d xJ = o 

<ff (Xii I Yi) = 0 

<ff Xf1 = ( 1- 20) [0( 1 - 0)- 3(,810 + ,801)] + 2(,820 + ,802) + 6,811 

\ <ff Xt1 = ( 1 - 30 + 302
) [0( 1-0)- 4(,810 + ,801)] - 3(,830 + ,803) + 

, + 6(1- 20)(,820 + ,802) + 60(1-0)(,810 + ,801) + 6,810,801 + 12(1- 20),811 -

~ - l2(.S21 + .S12), 
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and for i=fai', j=faj' 

( 45) ~ 8 Xfi Xri' = /J30 - 2( 1- 20)/J20 + ( 1- 20)2/JIO + /J51 - 2/Jo1/J10 + 

( + 0(1-0)(0(1-0)- 2(/J10 + /J01)]- 4(1- 20)/J11 + 4/J21 + 4 var r(x). 

(46) ~ 8 Xf1 Xr,;= /Jo3- 2(1-~8)/Jo2+ (1- 20)2/Jo1 + /Jro-2/Jrn/301 + 

( + 0( 1-0) [0( 1-0) - 2(/J10 + /J01)] - 4( l - 20)/J11 + 4/J12 + 4 var g(y), 

and finally, 

(47) ie xii xw xi'i xw = s - /Jro - /J51 - 2 var r (x) - 2 var g (y). 

We are now in a position to calculate M, for r= 1, 2, 3, 4 and find thus 
from equations (27), (37), (38) and the identities (39), (41) and (42): 

(48) M1 =0 

(49) M2 = (m + n)- 1 8 Xf; 
(50) M 3 ={mn(m+n)3}-•8X! 

l M4 = (mn)-1 (m + n)-2 [8Xt; ~ 3 <::1- l) (n - 1) 8 x!i X]'i' + 
( 5 I) + 3 ( n - I) 8 Xfi Xfi' + 3 (m - I) 8 Xr; Xl,; + 

+ 6 (m - I) (n-: 1) 8 xii X;;• xi'i Xi,;-]. 

Substitution of equations (40), (43)-(47) into equations (48)-(51) gives 
the required results 5). 

Following CRAMER (p. 254-255), we have, with 1J = V - Y and o > 0 6) 

(52) P[V:::;;; v]=P[V:::;;; v I\ IYJI:::;;; o]+P[V:::;;; v I\ IYJl>o] 

(53) P[Y:::;;; v]=P[Y:::;;; v I\ IYJI:::;;; o]+P[Y:::;;; v I\ IYJl>o] 

and 

From these three equations it is easy to find for any a> 0 

(55) 
~P[V:::;;; v]:::;;; P[Y:::;;; v+o]+P[V:::;;; VI\ IYJ!>o]:::;;; 

( :::;;; P[Y :::;;; v+ o] +P[!YJI > o] 

and 

(56) 
~P[V:::;;; v] ;:?= P[Y:::;;; v-o]-P[Y:::;;; V-0 I\ IYJl>o];:?: 

? ;:?: P[Y :::;;; v- o]-P[IYJI > a]. 

5) Recently Dr R. M. SUNDRUM [2] kindly sent me a copy of a paper in which 
he calculated the third and fourth moments of \VrLcoxoN's U-statistic for the 
two-sample problem in the general case. 

6 ) The symbol "/\ " is the usual abbreviation for "and". 
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Consequently 

j P [V < v] - <l> ( :v) I < m±ax IP [Y < v ± o] - <J> (v ! 0) I+ 

+ m,:x I <l> (v ! 0)- <l> ( :v) I+ P [IV - YI > o]. 

(57) 

The right-hand side of (57) is the sum of three separate terms. We are 
now going to find upper bounds for them: 

(i) As mentioned before, Y is equal to the sum of m+n independent 
random variables, more specifically, to the sum of m isomorous 7) random 
variables and n isomorous random variables. By means of papers by 
EssEEN (1945) and BERRY (1941), it is possible to find an upper bound 
for the deviation between the distribution function of Y and its limiting 
normal distribution function. 

Following BERRY we have, where C is a numerical constant, 

( max IP[Y < v'] - <l> (~)I< Cmax {n<&"IG(x) 13/ Pm; m<&"I R(y) 13/PoJ 
(58) ) oo,;;v',;;oo ay {mn (m + n)}' ay 

( < H (m, n) = 0 (max (m-•, n-•)) 8) 

because of equations (13), (22), (24) and 

@" IG(x) 13 ¾ VPaoP10 
@" IR (y) 13 < V Poa Poi· 

Hence the first term in (57) is ~ H(m, n). 
(ii) From (6) it follows, with 

I ( 
± 0) ( ) I (v±o)/ay Jdefmax <l> _v_ -<l> .:!:.. = (2n)-•max{I f e-•x'dxl}. 

± ay av ± v/a 
. V 

(59) j 
- I v ± o v I [ o ( 1 1 )] v2 n I< max -- - - < - + Iv I - - -

± ay av ay ay av 

o [ av - ay] . I ¾ - 1 + --- 1f IV ¾ o, 
ay av 

where av-ay ~ {8(m+n) av}-1 =O((m+n)-1) for ay>0; and 

(60) ~ - lv±o v I . V2nl < max ---- exp [-½mm {v2/at; (lvl-o)2/ai'}] 
± ay av 

) ¾ c~ +IV I(..!.. - ..!..)] exp [ - ½ min {v2/at; (I vi - 0)2/a½}] ~ ay ay av 

if lvl>o. 

7 ) "lsomorous": having the same distribution function. 
8 ) It is interesting to note that, according to EsSEEN (p. 44), the order of the 

term H (m, n) cannot be improved even if the moments of all orders of them+ n 
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Consequently, with v=~av 

(61) m!x I@ (v ! 0)-@ (:v) I< s(~, o; av, ay) = 0 (o) 

where s(~, o; <1v, <1y) is defined by equation (25). 
(iii) Application of the :general Bienayme-Tchebychef's inequality 

gives 

(62) P[IV-YI >oJ <M,/o' 

where M, is defined by (27). This inequality is in general very rough. 
A better approximation (for r ~ 4) can be given by Cantelli's 9) gener
alization of the above inequality, i.e. (with N =m+n) 

(63) P[IV-Yl>oJ< (02-M2)2+(M4 -M~)-
1 

> 4 2 -l M 4 - M~ - 0 (N- 2 o-4) "f o2 M /M -0 (N-1) 

M2/02 = O-(N- 1 o-2
) if M2 < o2 < M4/M2. 

Consequently 

(64) P[IV - YI> o] ~ µ(m, n, o) 

where µ(m, n, o) is defined by equation (26). 
Substitution of the inequalities (58), (61) and (64) into (57) proves 

theorem 1. 

independent random variables, which compose the statistic Y, exist and are finite. 
According to P. L. Hsu (Ann. of Math. Stat., 16, 3 (1945)), BERRY has made a 
mistake in his calculation of the value of 0, which he has found to be equal to 1.88. 

9) Cf. Chapter IV of FRECHET's book. 
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IV. Further theorems on the values of the functions LI and LI' 

For the function s(~, o; av, ay), defined by equation (25), it is also 
possible to find an upper bound independent of ~-

Theorem 2. 

(65) sup s (~, o; av, ay) ¾ s' (o; av, ay) 
-oo<e<oo 

where s(~, o; av, ay) is defined by equation ,(25) and 

(66) '(s. )def O [ 1 ..j__av-ay+(av-ay) 2
] 

B u, av, ay - , s2 • v2 nay ay u 

Proof: 

First we consider the case 

Iv I = I ~ I av > o • 
Then, we have 

(67) 

if 

min (v2; ( I vj-0)2) = ( I vi - o)2/a2 
a2 a2 Y 

V y 

oav I I oav ---¾ V ¾---. 
av+ay av- ay 

The function 

(68) V2n 11 def[~+ I vi(_!_ - _!_)] exp [-½(I vi - 0)2/a}] 
ay ay av 

reaches its maximum value when 

jvj = Oay [-l + ~l + 4 (av(av
2
-ay) + (av-ay)

2)tJ 
2 ( av - ay) ( ay o2 ~ 

< oav/ay + ay(av- ay)/o 
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and thus 

(69) v £,n 1 < - + --- , --- if o < I vi ,s;;; ---. .~ I o [1 av- ay] ' (av- ay)2 oav 
ay ay O av av - ay 

On the other hand, for the function 

(70) 

we have similarly 

- . 0~ 
(71) v2 n 12 < o/ay + (av - ay)2/(o ay) if I vi > ---

av- ay 

Thus we have, from (59), (60), (69) and (71), for all values of?, 

o [ av - ay ( av - ay )2] 
c(t o; av, ay) < v- 1 + --- + o2 • 

2n ay ay 

The last theorem, which will be stated and proved in this section, gives 
an improvement of the term H(m, n) (cf. equations (23), (24) and (58)) for 
values of ? far from 0, under the hypothesis (F, G). 

Theorem 3: 

(72) jP[Y :( ?ay]-<P(?)I :( min. {H(m, n) ; H'(m, n, ?)} 

where H(m, n) is defined by equation (24) and 

(73) H'(m, n, ?) def [c{ln H(m, n)}2-H(m, n) +K(m, n)] (1 +?4)-1 

with c a numerical constant 

~ 30.9 
:(? 18.9 

if H(m, n) :( ½ 
if H(m, n) :( 1/10 

and 

( 7•) K( )der(/330 -3/3i0)n
2/m+(/303 -3/3~1)m

2
/n_ 0 ( ( _1 _ 1)) 

'± m, n - ( /3 /3 )2 - max rn , n . 
m 01 +n 10 

Proof. 10) 

From (58) we have 

(75) 

where 

with 

jP(?)-<P(?)I :( H(m, n) 

P(?) def P[Y :( ?ay], 

(76) f ?2d<P(?) = 1, f ?4d<P(?) = 3 and f ?2dP(?) = 1. 

· It is easy to prove that (from (20) and (22)) 

(77) <ff(Y/ay)4 = 3 +K(m, n) 

10) We are using a method given by EssEEN (p. 68-70). 
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where K(m, n) is defined by (74). Let a be a number~ 1 to be determined 
later. Without loss of generality we may suppose that P(;) is continuous 
at ;= ±a. For k even we have 

Tht:s 

(78) 

a a a 

I ;kdP(t) = I t'd(P(n-<I>(t))+ I g1ca<1>(t)= 
-a -a -a 

= ak(P(a)-<J>(a))-a"(P(-a)-<l>(-a))-
a a 

-k I gk-1(P(;)-<l>(;))d;+ I ;kd<J>(;) 
-a -a 

a a 
f ;kdP(;) ~ -4akH(m, n)+ f fkd<J>(g). 
-a -a 

From (76), (77) and (78) it follows (taking k=4) 

l f ; 4dP(g) :::( 4a4H(m, n)+3+K(m, n)-f ;4d<l>(;) 
(79) (;J;;,a -a 

= 4a4H(m, n)+K(m, n)+ f ; 4d<J>(;). 
lsi;;,a 

Now the following relations hold 

(80) 

(81) 

and 

Thus 

for !; ~ a 

for !; ~ - a 

for !; ~ a 

for !; ~ - a 

f f4 d<J> (;) = 1 f ;4 e - H' d; 
lel;;,a V2 n isi;;,a 

V2 3 
= -e-ia' [a 3 +3a+3/a] - -= f g-2 e-H' d;. 

n Jl2n 1~1;;,a 

(82) f ;4 d<l>(;) ~ J/ 2 
e-•a',[a3 +3a+ 3/a]. 

lsl;;,a n 

From (79), (80) and (81) we obtain, for !fl ~ a, 

; 4!P(g)-<J>(f)I :::( f 4 max [min {P(;) ; 1-P(;)}, min {<I>(;) 1-<J>(;)}] 

:::( 4a4H(m, n) + K(m, n) + f ; 4d<l>(;) 
lsl;;,a 

and hence from (75) and (82), for l;I ~. a, 

(83) 

~ !P(;)-<J>(f)I :::( (1+;4)-1 [(4a4 +_!]H(m, n)+K(m, n)+ 

( + V ! e-!a'(a3 +3a+3/a)]. 
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This inequality obviously holds not only for ltl ? a but also for all other 
values of;. In (83) we choose a such that the first and the last term on 
the right-hand side have the same order of magnitude in m, n. Suppose 
m0 and n 0 are so large that H(m, n) ,s;; ½form ? m0 and n ? n0 • Minimizing 
the two terms with respect to a, we obtain 

where 

Putting 

we obtain 

a=0((2 ln H-1 )•) 

H def H(m, n). 

a= (2 ln H-1 )•, thus a=O({ln min (m, n)}l) 

(1 +;4)jP(;)-$(;)1 ,s;; (2 ln H-1)2-H[4+ (2 ln H-1)-2 + 
+ V2/n(2 ln H-1)-• + 3V2/n(2 ln H-1)-'f•+ 

+ 3V2/n(2 ln H-1)-'1•] +K(m, n). 

\ 7.72(2 ln H-1)2-H +K(m, n) for H ,s;; ½ 

,s;; ( 4.71(2 ln H-1 ) 2 -H +K(m, n) for H ,s;; 1/10. 

The numerical constants are calculated by taking H = ½ and H = 1/10, 
respectively. This proves the theorem. 

V. General remarks 

1) It follows from (23), and (65) that 

(84) 
~ -!~f«x,I P [V ¾; •av] - $(;) I < H (m, n) + 

( + m!n {µ(m, n, b) + s'(b; av, ay)}. 

Hence, from (26) and (66), with 

av - ay = 0 (N- 1), M 4/M2 = 0 (N- 1) and N = m + n, 

it follows that 

Thus 

so that 

and 

(N large). 

.s' (b; av, ay) = o {I+ O(N- 1)}. 

V2nay 

Consequently, for N sufficiently large, 

(85) 
~ -!~f«,,I P [V ¾; av] -$(;)I< H (m, n) + 
( + (1 + J) 5/ 4 (nai)-'1• (M4 - M~)'f.. 

where A is some positive number which tends to O when N tends to infinity. 
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Whereas the order of the term H(m, n) cannot be improved (cf. note 8)), 
the order of the second and third terms (minimized with respect to <5) 
on the right-hand side of inequality (84) can be improved by calculation 
of higher moments Mr (r > 4), and, by taking r large enough, it seems that 
we can approximate the order O((m+n)-½) arbitrarily near. On the other 
hand, the amount of work to obtain Mr increases very rapidly with in
creasing r. Hitherto we have not succeeded in finding an appropriate 
upper bound for a M,(r>4). 

2) Degeneration: From (22), (24), (29), (31) and (85) it follows that 

sup IP [V ,s;; ~ av] - (P (~) I 
-oo<~<OO 

tends to O when m and n tend to infinity, no matter how, unless 

al= (m/301 +n{310)(m +n)-1 

is equal to or tends to 0. In this case we have degeneration of the limiting 
normal distribution ofWilcoxon's statistic V. Now (from (11), (12) and (13)) 

a~= o" { Jin G(x) + Vm R(y)}2 -(m + n)- 1 

(F and G have no point of discontinuity in common). Consequently, 

al =_o 
is equivalent to 

{VnG(x) + Vm(l - F(y))} (m + n)-• = constant spr 0, 11) 

which can only be true for 

0=P[y<x]=0 or 1 if m/n and n/m are bounded 12). 

Theorem 4. 

When F and G have no point of discontinuity in common, the condition 

0<0=P[y<x]< 1 

is spr O equivalent to the condition 

(86) 

when m and n tend to infinity with m/n and n/m bounded, where {3hk is 
defined by equation (13). 

3) Discontinuous case. If the distribution functions F, G have at 
least one point of discontinuity in common, all the above-mentioned 
theorems remain true. This can easily be shown as follows: 

11) "spr O": except for a probability 0. 
12 ) See also LEHMA1',"N [l]. 
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' For such a point of discontinuity we have a positive probability that 
an x shall be equal to an y. We replace t(z), defined by equation (2), by 

½(l +sgn z) 
where 

) l 
if z>0 

(87) 
def if z=0 sgn z= 0 

-1 if z < 0. 

We have thus (cf. (1) and HEMELRIJK (1952)) 

m n 

.U = ½ 2 2 sgn (xi - Yi) + ½ mn. 
i=l i=l 

This method amounts to the method of averaging the ranks of the obser
vations in each tie (cf. KENDALL or VAN DANTZIG and HEMELRIJK). 

We now have the following type of expressions: 

(88) 

~xii=½ (1 + sgn (xi -yi)) 

~ 0 = <ff xii=½ Jc5a (x + 0) + G (x - 0)} dF (x) 

where the integral is a Lebesque-Stieltjes-integral. 
In the same way, with 

and 
G (x) def½ {G (x + 0)_ + G (x - 0)} - 0 

.R (y) def 1 - ½{ F (y + 0) + F (y - 0)} - 0, 

we have 

f31tk def <ff G" (xi) .Rk (Yi) (xii - 0) ' 

which is the same expression as given by (13). 
With this type of modifications in the discontinuous case the proofs of 

the above theorems remain the same. 

4) The results of this paper are of much wider application than only to 
Wilcoxon's statistic. In fact, \Vilcoxon's statistic is a special case of a class 
of non-parametric statistics introduced by HoEFFDING [l] and LEHMANN 
(1 ]. In the proof of the asymptotic normality of this class of statistics also 
use is made of an auxiliary function that is a sum of r, say, independent 
random variables, where r tends to infinity. In the same way we can 
apply the method of this paper to obtain an upper bound for the (maximum) 
deviation between the distribution of any statistic of this class of statistics 
and its limiting normal distribution. 

VI. Example 

For an example we take 
G=F2 

which is a special case of the class of non-parametric alternatives intro
duced by LEHMANN [2]. 
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Then we have 

0=1/3, 0(1-0)=2/9, P10=4/45, Po1=l/l8, 

P20 = 16/945, P02 = 1/135, Pao= 16/945, Poa= 1/135, 

Pu=l/270, P21=37/ll340, P12=2/567, 

var r(x) + p51 = 4/945, var g(y) +Pio= 1/108, S = 7 /405. 

Substitution of the above values in (33)-(36) gives 

a= 163/6300, b = -19/3150, c = -41/6300 and d = -1/1575 

and we have thus (from (31)) 

(89) 
~M4 = [163-38/m-41/n-4/(mn)] {6300 (m+n)2}-1< 
{ < 163/ {6300 (m+n)2}. 

From (29) 

(90) 

Further, from the above values and eq. (22) 

(91) ai = (4/5 n + ½m)/{9 (m + n)} 

and from eq. (24) 

~ 
H (m, n) = C max {n V4/21; m V2/15} 3 {mn (4/5 n + ½m)}-• 

(92) 
= 1.15 0 n-t for 1n = n. 

Also 

(93) 

Substitution of these values into the right-hand side of eq. (85), for 
instance, gives an expression that only depends on m and n and which 
gives us an upper bound for finite m and n. 
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